SUSTAINABILITY IS NOT A BUZZWORD AT KETS. IT’S A
GUIDELINE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRINCIPLES FOR THE
WAY WE DESIGN, PRODUCE AND DELIVER OUR FABRICS.

Climate change is no longer a prediction but a reality we all face.
When the world’s forests, crops, oceans and lakes are at risk we
can’t forward the responsibility of acting sustainably to others.
“You can avoid reality, but you cannot avoid the
consequences of avoiding reality.”
Ayn Rand

PROBLEMS
• According to the study of the UK-based scientific organization Royal Society, climate change
and increasing population will greatly increase the risk caused by extreme weather events.
• The organization noted that if the increase in greenhouse gases that cause climate change
continues, the negative effects of heat waves on the aging world population will increase 10
times by 2090.
• In addition, the risk of drought will increase by three times and the risk of floods will increase
by even more than four times.
• Heat waves will increase by 10 times
• With a temperature increase of 2 degrees, half of the habitats of 18% of insect species,
16% of plants and 8% of vertebrates will perish.
• The risk of drought will increase 3 times and flood disasters will increase more than 4 times.
• Sea levels will rise at least 10 cm more by the end of the century,
• 1 billion people will be climate refugees by 2050.
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KETS IS MOVING TOWARDS
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Moving from linear economy to circular economy also
means transforming how we are doing business at
KETS. To deliver our brand’s promise to improve life for
all our stakeholders we are always on the lookout for
ways of increasing the sustainability of our operations
and our products so that we can help preserve our
natural life and resources for future generations.
We strongly believe that transforming our operations
in a way that fits to circular economy will also
strengthen our brand’s competitiveness in a future
with finite resources .
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THINK GREEN

Reduce
Reuse
Recycle
KETS strives to develop new ways to reduce,
reuse, and recycle materials in our everyday production.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS & COMMITMENTS

A Global problem can only be tackled by setting and following
global goals. Among with European Green Deal, we get our
inspiration from the 17 points mentioned in the UN’s 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development program. This is a holistic
approach centered around being responsible to the people and
the world we live in. We encourage ourselves to fight not only
with the environmental issues but also poverty, inequality, and
hunger that are actually all linked together. For this reason, we
align and also underline our achievements and our goals with
reference from one or a few of these 17 points.

We Are
Decreasing

PRODUCE GREEN
NEW PRODUCTION FACILITY
Our brand new factory, one of the biggest production sites for upholstery fabrics
worldwide is painted in green color and this is not just to blend in with the lush
green hills we are facing. Green represents our philosophy for sustainable
production which is embraced by our employees and stakeholders.
It shows our awareness of climate change and our willingness
to reduce its environmental impacts.
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DESIGN GREEN

Like a good chef has own favorite ingredients in the kitchen,
our designers also opt for sustainable Rolefin and rPET yarns
while creating new fabrics.
With this approach, we are willing to reach our goal of
presenting 50% of our new fabric offer with recycled raw
materials by 2025.

*Some of our Rolefin fabrics and yarns

DESIGN GREEN

rPET
Our thirst for water is such a principal condition, the question
of what happens with the plastic bottles afterwards is often
negligible.
The overconsumption of plastics ruining our lands and
oceans can be the theme of an apocalyptic horror movie. Yet
we have a chance to recycle plastic bottles and reuse them
as yarns that are woven and turned into nice fabrics from
Kets.
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DESIGN GREEN

ROLEFIN
Maybe not the word of the year yet but Rolefin, the unique
sustainable yarn from Kets is a strong candidate for coming
years. Brainchild and hard work of Kets R&D team, Rolefin is an
outcome of a revolutionary method to turn textile materials and
waste to elegant yarns. Produced with zero water and recycling
various types of waste materials from the production process
consumption Rolefin surely stands out among other sustainable
yarns.
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DESIGN GREEN

HIGH-TECH
INNOVATION PROJECTS
Our Easy Life, Ultra and Ultra Plus technologies serve
not only ease of use but also offer a long lifecycle on
your sofas resulting in less waste and carbon footprint.
Studies show that water is consumed the most while
maintaining a good condition of fabrics. Working
hard on stains and keeping the sofas intact our
technologies help to save a serious amount of water
and detergents.
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PRODUCE GREEN
High-temperature water coming out of dyeing
needs to be cooled down before being transferred
to the water treatment plant. For this treatment,
we use regenerated waste water instead of clean
water and save a serious amount of energy and
water.

PLANT WASTE WATER
RECOVERY PROJECT
We saved

37,200 tonnes

clean water by reusing our treated waste water and

80 tonnes / year
of CO2 emissions decreased
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PRODUCE GREEN

If it serves an environmental cause we are much
more motivated in investing. By upgrading to
high-efficiency motor systems at our manufacturing
plant:

380,000 kWh

electricity consumption saved

189tonnes / year
CO2 emissions decreased
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PRODUCE GREEN
The waste water released from dyeing is a blessing
for us since we use this hot water to warm up the
working environment.

ENERGY GENERATING FROM
WASTE HOT WATER HEAT
RECOVERY PROJECT
3

80,000 m

Natural Gas consumption saved

351 tonnes / year
CO2 emissions decreased
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PRODUCE GREEN

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
Our achievements so far from our current solar
power plant;

18,6 MWh

electricity produced from clean energy

9,2 tonnes / year
CO2 emissions decreased
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PRODUCE GREEN
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION / LOW WATER FOOT PRINT
Thinking outside the box helped us to save tons of water and energy, here’s
how: Regular finishing methods in textile require fabrics to be soaked in
different solutions for different needs whether to grant a softer touch or to
enable resistance against fire. Overall a lot of clean water is used in the
process not to forget the heat and energy spent to remove water in the end.
Kets R&D team came up with a breakthrough solution where the chemicals
are now applied to the fabric’s surface without any water usage. Compared
with the usual method, our gains for the environmental impact are
spectacular:
Energy
Water

reduced by 50%
reduced by 85% (saving 230.000 lt. water per year)

The Chemical Used

reduced by 30%

It’s no surprise that our accredited R&D Lab is awarded for this project by the
Ministry of Industry and Technology.
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PRODUCE GREEN
At Kets we thrive to be circular in all our production
methods and it warms our hearts to know that our
workplace is heated by using the heat generated
by the compressed air production system.

3

55,000 m

Natural Gas consumption saved

114 tonnes / year
CO2 emissions decreased

We Are
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ACT GREEN

SELF SUSTAINING
GROWTH PROJECTS
For maintaining long-term positive effects on the
social, economic, and environmental conditions
in underdeveloped countries, Kets emphasizes a
collaborative approach by engaging communities
through major educational projects that will catalyze
self-sustaining educational and break the cycle of
poverty.

ACT GREEN

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT &
EDUCATION
We empower our employees through employee
development and training projects to achieve personal
excellence, offering knowledge and opportunities in
a safe environment.

GREEN CERTIFIED PRODUCTION
Sustainability is not a short-track race but a marathon relay. We ensure the ecological aspects of our fabrics with the
help of eco certificates such as OEKO-TEX and Euro Ecolabel.
OEKO-TEX certificate is a well-recognized guarantee showing no harmful finishes or chemicals used in production
stages and that our fabrics are completely safe for daily use.
EU Ecolabel which we’ll achieve shortly is awarded to products and services meeting high environmental standards
throughout their life-cycle: from raw material extraction to production, distribution and disposal which also promotes the
circular economy principle we are following.
Our sustainable fabrics are also certified with Global Recycled Standard (GRS) which requires constant auditing of
the recycled materials and the methods they’re supplied, stored, produced, and shipped. When we ship our recycled
goods, a GRS transaction certificate for each shipment is granted making sure the green cycle continues even after our
fabrics leave the factory.
All these eco-standards are commitments that our sustainable approach goes beyond words and is put in reality by
constant and transparent checks by the most reputable bodies.

Certified by USB
Registration no:USB TEX2701
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